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ONEdering how you can transport your
pharmaceutical cargo?
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Let ONE cure your
logistical headaches
At ONE, we understand the importance of fast, safe and seamless
transportation of your pharmaceutical cargo, which is paramount when
carrying such delicate commodities. Precise temperature control, minimal
power disruptions and better control over the cold chain are key to
successful carriage of pharmaceutical cargo. This is what ONE strives
to achieve for our pharmaceutical customers. Our team of experienced
reefer specialists will assist you from the time you place a booking until
the cargo is delivered to the final destination.

Ocean Network Express Pte. Ltd.
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Why choose ONE?
Knowledge and
expertise

Comprehensive full
pre-trip inspection (PTI)

Providing newest
containers

to handle both standard
(+15 to +25°c) and
sensitive (+2 to +8°c)
pharmaceutical cargo

specially designed for more
stringent checks on reefer
container operability and
technical parameters for peace
of mind during transportation

for better reliability in terms of
machinery performance and
insulation. They will also be
clean, dry and free of odour
to prevent contamination

Commitment

Daily monitoring

Priority plugging

to the safe carriage of
cargo while caring for the
environment. ONE is ISO 14001
certified and committed to
do our part in fighting climate
change and reducing pollution!

with on board technician
to troubleshoot
malfunctions – ship kits
are available on board if
repair is necessary

Sealed containers

24/7 technical support

to prevent unauthorized
access or tampering

to ensure minimal power
disruptions during
transportation1

to help resolve any issues

Subject to availability and
agreement with terminal
and/or vendors
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COOLvantage with ONE
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Why sea transportation?
Thinking about shifting your transportation mode from
air to sea? ONE has you covered! Here are some of the
benefits customers stand to enjoy by making the switch:

Lower
transportation
costs

Lower
carbon
footprint

Speak to your sales
representative today to
find out more about our
solutions tailored to fit
your needs.
Ocean Network Express Pte. Ltd.

Less power
disruptions and
handling

Less risks of
temperature
excursions

